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Casalini Libri begins to 
handle subscriptions 
to journals on behalf of 
its library customers

1970s

Mario Casalini 
establishes Casalini 
Libri and begins 
to supply Italian 
publications

1958

Casalini Libri offers 
bibliographic and 
cataloguing services 
as well as approval 
plan selections

The ilibri bibliographic 
database is created 

1960s

1980s

Casalini Libri goes online 
with the website 
www.casalini.it

A specialized Digital Division 
is created 
Publication of EIO Editoria 
Italiana Online
Coverage is extended to 
France, Spain, Portugal and 
Greece

1990s Spanish e-books are 
added with EEO Edicion 
Espanola Online
Torrossa Digital 
Library is published on 
a new platform 
RDA Cataloguing begins

2010s

Casalini Libri is 
exploring the transition, 
implications and 
challenges  of the 
emerging BIBFRAME 
model

what 
next?

2000s

our history
from printed books to e-books



from Italy, Spain, France and Portugal

over 200 academic publishers

publishers
contributors to torrossa



new contents added monthly

contents
academic research online

over 30,000 e-books and 900 e-journals



languages
ten most represented languages in the digital library

Italian

Spanish

English

French

German

Catalan

Portuguese

Latin

Russian

Basque



build your digital library
of European research

publisher-based

subject-based

language-based

interdisciplinary

single titles



according to your requirements

select electronic resources

archives

ongoing collections

approval plan

pda

pick & choose



acquisitions
find the best model for your library

permanent access

purchase after 3 years

3 year lease

annual access licence

short term loan



permissions
get the most out of the resources

print

copy / paste

direct access to chapters & articles

download

view on pc

mobile device

annotate



e-books and e-journals
subject areas represented in the digital library

other social  
sciences

literature

history

art

philosophy

other

social  
sciences

literature

history
art

philosophy

monographs periodicals



access
designed for institutions

MARC21 records for e-books

direct links to journal titles

shibboleth

IP address recognition

user-ID and password

access code



searching and browsing

google-like search

tag cloud (subject areas)

Dewey/LC classification

author

title

publisher



advanced search

search in full text

language

publication type

discipline

LC classification

year of publication



search path

facets and

breadcrumb navigation

filter and refine

search results using



additional information

table of contents

title page

colophon

abstract

sample pages



user workspace
personal lists

tags

comments

bibliographies



bibliographic citations

refworks

endnote

mendeley

zotero

excel

word

email



patron driven acquisitions

filtered

unfiltered



discoverability

federated search engines

discovery services

link resolvers



statistics

COUNTER  
usage statistics

administrator access



compatibility

internet explorer 7.0

chrome 10.0

mozilla firefox 3.5

safari 4.0

adobe reader 7.0



for more details or a free trial
torrossa@casalini.it

contact us


